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ABSTRACT 
 Optical antennas localize energy from incoming electromagnetic waves that 
oscillate at visible frequencies.  Because optical wavelengths are smaller than radio 
wavelengths, optical antennas are substantially smaller than radio antennas – they are on 
the order of tens or hundreds of nanometers, where light-matter interactions are described 
by charge density oscillations. The electromagnetic field response of aluminum optical 
antennas can be studied using near-field scanning optical microscopy.    
 The spatial and intensity characteristics of the electromagnetic field response from 
an optical antenna are a function of the antenna geometry and the light-matter interaction. 
This response will have propagating and nonpropagating field components. Far-field 
microscopes can measure the propagating components of the field, but these components 
provide little information about features that are smaller than the diffraction limit, or 
about half the wavelength of the illuminating light. The nonpropagating components of 
the field can provide more detailed and localized spatial information, but these 
components are difficult to measure because their amplitude decays exponentially as they 
move away from the sample. By introducing a sharp probe into the focus, near-field 
microscopes can scatter nonpropagating field components into the far-field. 
 vi 
 
 Our system illuminates the nanoantenna with laser light, controls a sharp probe in 
the focus, and collects the scattered light. We have implemented a feedback system to 
maintain the sub-50 nm probe-sample separation as the probe is scanned with respect to 
the sample. This feedback system allows us to acquire a high-resolution surface profile 
image together with an optical image. The spatial resolution of a near-field microscope is 
limited by the sharpness of the probe and the ability to distinguish photons scattered by 
the presence of the probe.  The optical antenna system has been modeled by 
approximating the nanoscale aluminum antennas as a dipole orthogonal to the optical axis 
and the probe as a dipole along the optical axis. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 We use antennas to listen to the radio, communicate with our phones, and connect 
to the Internet. Recently, there has been interest in designing, fabricating and 
characterizing antennas that operate at optical frequencies. This ability to localize the 
energy from optical radiation may lead to advances in many areas, including solar cells 
(Atwater & Polman, 2010) (Bharadwaj, Deutsch, & Novotny, 2009), single molecule 
spectroscopy (Xu, Bjerneld, Kall, & Borjesson, 1999), and photodetectors (Novotny & 
Hulst, Antennas for light, 2011). Optical antennas are smaller than radio frequency 
antennas.  They are typically tens or hundreds of nanometers in size and are often 
referred to as nanoantennas.  
 Most studies of optical antennas have focused on materials such as gold or silver, 
but recently aluminum nanoantennas have been getting attention. Aluminum is cheap, 
which makes it attractive for mass-produced commercial products, and it has plasmon 
resonances that extend into the ultraviolet (UV) (Martin, et al., 2014). Figure 1.1 shows 
the scattering, absorption, and extinction cross sections for aluminum nanorods of 
different lengths: 60 nm, 80 nm, and 100 nm. As the rod dimensions decrease, the 
scattering and absorption peaks are blue-shifted. 
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Figure 1.1: Calculated scattering, absorption, and extinction cross sections for aluminum nanorods that have a 
lengths of 60 nm, 80 nm, and 100 nm. [Modeled by Ronen Adato]   
 Figure 1.2 shows the scattering, absorption, and extinction cross sections for gold 
nanorods of different lengths. As the rod length decreases, we would expect the cross 
section peaks for gold to blue-shift as well. Even with shorter rods, the peaks are still far 
from the blue and UV end of the spectrum.  
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Figure 1.2: Calculated scattering, absorption, and extinction cross sections for gold nanorods that have a lengths 
of 30 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm.  [Modeled by Ronen Adato]     
 At optical wavelengths, an incident electric field can excite electron charge 
density oscillations in a metal. These plasma oscillations, or plasmons, are longitudinal 
waves that have modes which depend on the characteristics of the nanoantenna and the 
surrounding medium.  When incident light interacts with a metal nanorod, standing 
plasmon modes are set up that are similar to the modes in a Fabry-Perot resonator 
(Dorfmuller, et al., 2009) (Rossouw, Couillard, Vickery, Kumacheva, & Botton, 2011) 
(Novotny & Hecht, 2012).  
 The plasmon mode characteristics of aluminum nanorods have been studied using 
techniques such as electron energy loss spectroscopy (Martin, et al., 2014) and 
catholuminescence (Knight, et al., 2012). Knight et al. studied aluminum nanorods (of 
various sizes) using cathodoluminescence (Knight, et al., 2014). They excited plasmon 
modes in the nanorods by raster scanning a high-energy, narrowly focused, electron beam 
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across metal nanorods fabricated on a dielectric surface. Selected plasmon modes 
radiatively decayed and they collected the emitted light in different spectral windows.  
Excitability images showed the locations of strong and weak coupling between the local 
density of states and nodes and anti-nodes of radiative plasmons. They also modeled the 
local density of states for each nanorod and compared the cathodoluminescence 
excitability images with the modeled images and found a strong qualitative agreement 
between the two.  
 Martin et al. used electron energy loss spectroscopy and cathodoluminescence to 
characterize the plasmon resonances in aluminum nanoantennas of different lengths 
(Martin, et al., 2014).  In addition to imaging the modes, they investigated mode damping 
mechanisms and mode quality factors.  
 Electron microscopy techniques have drawbacks. In most cases, the sample must 
be conducting and placed in a vacuum. More fundamentally, optical antennas are 
designed to be used with radiation at optical frequencies and it is ideal to directly 
characterize their ability to localize radiation at optical frequencies.  
 Near-field scanning optical microscopy is a scanning probe technique that can 
resolve optical features that are spatially separated by less than the diffraction limit. It has 
been used to study the field localization around gold nanorods (Imura, Nagahara, & 
Okamoto, 2005), gold nanowires of varying length (Dorfmuller, et al., 2009), and a gold 
nanobar with a dielectric coating (Denkova, et al., 2013). Near-field microscopy, at UV 
wavelengths, has also been used to study aluminum bowtie nanoantennas (Zhou, Gan, 
Bartoli, & Dierolf, 2009).  
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 We have been developing a near-field scanning optical microscope to characterize 
the electromagnetic field around aluminum nanoantennas.  We plan to study single 
aluminum nanoantennas and the fields around collections of nanoantennas with different 
inter-antenna spacings. We have constructed and tested a home-made, shear force 
microscope; constructed and optimized a probe fabrication station; and we have acquired 
far-field optical images. We are still working to characterize the fields around the 
aluminum nanoantennas with sub-diffraction limit optical resolution, and we are 
optimistic that we will soon have these results.  
 In this dissertation, I discuss in detail our experimental setup and the physical 
model that we are using. In Chapter Two, I show how the light-metal interaction at 
optical frequencies is different than the interaction at radio frequencies and I introduce 
modeling results that show how a nanoscale sphere and an aluminum nanoantenna 
interact with an incident field. In Chapter Three, I explain how a near-field scanning 
optical microscope works and I discuss the experimental components of a near-field 
microscope. In Chapter Four, I discuss the experimental setup that we have assembled at 
Boston University. I discuss the nanoantenna-probe model in Chapter Five.  In Chapter 
Six, I discuss some next steps for the instrument.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LIGHT-METAL INTERACTION AT OPTICAL 
FREQUENCIES                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Introduction 
 In this chapter, I discuss how the response of a metal to an incident electric field 
changes as a function of frequency in the Drude model. The Drude model was created by 
Paul Drude in 1900 to explain thermal and electrical conduction (Ashcroft & Mermin, 
1976). The kinetic theory had been used to understand the behavior of molecules in a gas 
and Drude used the theory to explain electron behavior in a metal (Ashcroft & Mermin, 
1976). The model assumes that conduction electrons can travel through the metal and 
collide with ions (Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976). It assumes that these collisions are 
instantaneous and, between collisions, the model ignores any electron-electron or 
electron-ion interactions (Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976). The Drude model is useful for 
understanding how light interacts with a metal, but it does not account for electronic 
interband transitions (Novotny & Hecht, 2012). As a result, the model may not accurately 
describe the light-metal interaction for optical frequencies that are near the blue end of 
the visible spectrum. Later in the chapter, I describe how a small sphere interacts with an 
incident electric field and I describe a model for calculating the electric field above a 
nanoscale aluminum rod.  
Drude Model at Optical Frequencies 
 Ashcroft & Mermin and Dressel & Gruner derive an expression for the Drude 
conductivity (Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976) (Dressel & Gruner, 2002) and I summarize their 
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results here. The rate of change of the average momentum per electron, p, can be 
expressed as:   

p
p
dt
d


   
where   is the average relaxation time. The average relaxation time is the average time 
between electron collisions. They apply a driving electric field and work through to an 
expression for the conductivity, σ, in terms of the angular frequency, ω:  
 



i

1
0  
with 
m
ne 

2
0   
where n is the number of electrons per cubic centimeter, e is the absolute value of the 
charge on an electron, and m is the mass of the electron. The real and imaginary 
components of the conductivity are 
  21  i  
   22
2
1
1
1
4 
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

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   22
2
2
14 






p
 
The plasma frequency is expressed in CGS units: 
m
ne
p
2
2 4   
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 Olmon and Raschke plot the real and imaginary components of the conductivity 
as a function of frequency for gold with the following values (Olmon & Raschke, 2012): 
fs14  
eVh p 48.8  
 The conductivity as a function of wavelength can easily be broken up into four 
regions (Olmon & Raschke, 2012). For these values of τ and ωp, the first region is above 
1000 um, where radio antennas operate. The second region is below 1000 um and extends 
until the angular frequency is equal to the relaxation rate:  


1
  
In the second region, the real part of the conductivity begins to decrease and the 
imaginary part begins to increase. In the third region, the real part of the conductivity 
continues to decrease and there is a phase offset between the motion of the electrons and 
incident field. The fourth region is beyond the plasma frequency, where the electrons do 
not follow the incident field well. Optical antennas operate in the second and third 
regions, where the real part of the conductivity is reduced and there is a larger imaginary 
component.  
 The metal’s complex dielectric constant can be expressed (CGS units) in terms of 
the conductivity and the angular frequency (Dressel & Gruner, 2002):  
  21  i  


 21
4
1  
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

 12
4
  
A larger imaginary component of the conductivity is associated with a larger real 
component of metal’s dielectric constant. As a result, in the next section, I discuss the 
light-metal interaction in terms of the dielectric constant rather than the conductivity.   
 Because the metal responds differently to visible light, antennas that are designed 
to be used at radio frequencies cannot be scaled down to be used at optical frequencies. 
Novotny has worked out a scaling law to address this issue (Novotny L. , Effective 
Wavelength Scaling for Optical Antennas, 2007). He finds that, for antennas with linear 
segments that are much smaller than the incident wavelength, antenna design rules can be 
preserved by applying them to an effective wavelength that depends on the plasma 
wavelength, the antenna geometry, and the static dielectric properties of the antenna.   
Polarizability of a Small Sphere 
 In order to understand the light-metal interaction at optical frequencies, it is useful 
to consider a uniform electric field that is incident on a small sphere with dimensions that 
are much less than the wavelength of the incident light. Jackson, Griffiths, and Maier 
solve for the potential inside and outside of the sphere (Griffiths, 1999) (Jackson, 1999)  
(Maier, 2007) using the quasi-static approximation, i.e. the electric field is constant 
across the dimensions of the sphere. I summarize the steps here. In most cases I have 
used their notation, but in other cases I have changed the notation for clarity. All 
notations are in the International System of Units.  
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 They assume that the sphere does not have any net charge, so Poisson’s equation 
reduces to Laplace’s equation: 
02  V  
They solve Laplace’s equation for spherical coordinates and look for solutions that have 
separable radial and spherical components.  
       rRrV ,  
The radial term has the solution: 
 
1

l
l
r
B
ArrR  
The solution to the spherical term can be expressed with Legendre polynomials 
 
    coslP  
The Legendre polynomials can be defined by the Rodrigues formula 
 l
l
ll
x
dx
d
l
P 1
!2
1 2 





  
Putting it all together, they find an expression for the scalar potential, V 
   










0
1
cos,
l
ll
ll
l P
r
B
rArV   
 The tangential component of the electric field must be continuous across the 
boundary of the sphere and the perpendicular component of the electric displacement 
must be continuous across the boundary. After satisfying these boundary conditions, they 
arrive at the following expressions for the potential inside and outside the sphere, in 
terms of the dielectric constant of the sphere, εsphere, the dielectric constant of the 
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surrounding medium, εs, the amplitude of the incident field, E0, and the radius of the 
sphere, a.  



cos
2
3
0rEV
ssphere
s
in

  
2
3
00
cos
2
cos
r
aErEV
ssphere
ssphere
out






  
The potential outside of the sphere can be expressed in terms of a dipole moment. 
3
0
0
4
cos
r
rp
rEV
s
out




  
with the dipole moment as 
0
3
0
2
4 Eap
ssphere
ssphere
s






  
The dipole moment can also be expressed in terms of the polarizability: 
00 Ep s

  
with the polarizability expressed as 
ssphere
ssphere
a



2
4 3


  
The dielectric constant of the sphere and the surrounding medium are a function of 
frequency. The scattered field will be greatest when the wavelength of the incident light 
is such that the polarizability’s denominator is minimized. If the imaginary component of 
the sphere’s dielectric constant varies slowly or is small, this enhancement occurs when 
the real component of the sphere’s dielectric constant is the negative of twice the 
dielectric constant in the surrounding medium  (Maier, 2007): 
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  ssphere  2Re   
This is known as the Frӧhlich condition. Physically, the incident field is driving the 
electron cloud in the sphere such that the scattered field is similar to the scattered field 
from a dipole. In the next section, I show images of a model system that further 
demonstrate that a small sphere can be modeled as a dipole.   
Model of an Electric Field Interacting with a Small Sphere  
 Figure 2.1 shows the absolute value of the electric field around a gold sphere with 
a diameter of 40 nm. The image was generated in MATLAB using the analytical 
expression for the polarizability of a small sphere. In the model, the sphere was 
illuminated with light polarized along the x axis at 600 nm, using a microscope objective 
with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.8. The numerical aperture is defined as:  
maxsinnNA  
where n is the index of refraction and θmax is half of the maximum collection angle of the 
imaging system.  
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Figure 2.1: Calculated absolute value of the x component of the electric field around a 40 nm gold sphere 
illuminated with x polarized light (600 nm) that is focused with a 0.8 NA objective. [Modeled by Ronen Adato] 
 The positions of the field enhancements in Figure 2.1 are consistent with a dipole 
that is aligned along the axis of illumination, the x axis in this image. In spherical 
coordinates, the intensity of the light radiated from a dipole can be expressed as 
(Fishbane, Gasiorowicz, & Thornton, 1996):  
2
2sin
r
Idipole

  
Because the incident light is polarized along the x axis, and Figure 2.1 is an image of the 
x component, we should expect the highest fields at the sphere’s poles along the x axis, 
which is exactly what we see.  
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Figure 2.2: Calculated absolute value of the y component of the electric field around a 40 nm gold sphere 
illuminated with x polarized light (600 nm) that is focused with a 0.8 NA objective. [Modeled by Ronen Adato]  
 
  Figure 2.2 shows the y component of the absolute value of the electric field 
around the same sphere. The results in this figure are also consistent with the response 
from a dipole oriented in the x direction. The field lines begin and end at the poles along 
the x axis. In order to extended around the sphere, the field lines must extend up, then 
parallel with the x axis, and then down towards the other pole. As a result, in a two 
dimensional image, there are two regions above and two regions below the sphere where 
the field has a component along the y axis. Figure 2.2 is showing the y components of the 
field, and these four regions are clearly visible.  
 These calculations of the fields around a sub-wavelength sphere are important for 
a few reasons. The images support the derivation from the previous section and 
demonstrate that the light scattered from a small sphere can be modeled as a dipole. In 
the next section, I discuss a more rigorous method of modeling the field scattered from a 
nanoantenna, but the results are qualitatively similar. In Chapter Five, I discuss how the 
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apex of a near-field probe can be modeled as a small sphere. The fact that a small sphere 
can be modeled as a dipole is convenient because it is fairly straightforward to model 
how the field scattered from a dipole propagate through an imaging system.    
Model of an Electric Field Interacting with an Aluminum Nanoantenna  
 The local electromagnetic field distribution around a nanoantenna was modeled 
using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) program called Lumerical. The electric 
field above the nanoantenna was calculated by multiplying the incident field by a matrix 
that includes the FDTD results.  
     000 ; rErrfrE focabove

  











0
0
0
0
zyzx
yyyx
xyxx
ff
ff
ff
f

 
The notation follows the convention that the term fzx is the calculated z component of the 
electric field above the nanoantenna as a result of the x component of the incident field. 
Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show images of the x and z components of the electric field 10 
nm above an aluminum rod 150 nm long, 50 nm wide and 50 nm high that is illuminated 
with a plane wave polarized in the x direction.  
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Figure 2.3: Calculated absolute value of the x component of the electric field 10 nm above an aluminum 
nanoantenna that is 150 nm long, 50 nm wide and 50 nm thick. The rod is illuminated with a plane wave at 600 
nm that is polarized along the x axis. [Modeled by Ronen Adato] 
 Despite different geometries, Figure 2.3 looks very similar to Figure 2.1. When 
the incident light is polarized along the rod axis, there is a strong field enhancement at the 
edges. The field localization in Figure 2.3 is qualitatively similar to the dipolar resonance 
images of an aluminum nanorod that are reported by Knight et al. (Knight, et al., 2012).  
 Figure 2.4 shows the z component of the absolute value of the field above the 
same nanoantenna.  I have included this image because we assume that the z component 
of the field will induce a dipole in the near-field probe.  This topic will be discussed 
further in Chapter Five.  
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Figure 2.4: Calculated absolute value of the z component of the electric field 10 nm above an aluminum 
nanoantenna that is 150 nm long, 50 nm wide and 50 nm thick. The rod is illuminated with a plane wave at 600 
nm that is polarized along the x axis. [Modeled by Ronen Adato] 
 Both Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 clearly show that this nanoantenna can localize 
incoming energy to nanoscale spatial dimensions. In the next chapter, I discuss the 
diffraction limit and explain why it is difficult to resolve nanoscale optical features in the 
far-field. Optical antennas localize incoming radiation to nanoscale spatial dimensions 
and the diffraction limit makes it difficult resolve this localization in the far-field. I 
discuss a solution to this problem: near-field scanning optical microscopy.  
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CHAPTER THREE: NEAR-FIELD SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPY 
Introduction 
 Lateral spatial resolution is the ability to spatially distinguish two nearby objects 
positioned in a plane that is perpendicular to the optical axis. Resolution is a critical 
parameter in any imaging system. The Rayleigh criterion is a common method of 
determining the minimum separation of two objects such that they are just resolved or 
distinguished. The criterion states that two objects are just resolved when the center of 
the Airy pattern of one object falls on the first minimum of the Airy pattern of the second 
object (Hecht E. , 1987).  
 Abbe worked out an expression, in the paraxial approximation, for the minimum 
resolvable distance between two dipoles that are oriented perpendicular to the optical axis 
(Novotny & Hecht, 2012):  
NA
d

6098.0min   
Visible light includes wavelengths between approximately 400 nm and 700 nm. 
Consequently, features separated by less than a few hundred nanometers cannot easily be 
resolved using far-field microscopy.  This minimum separation is known as the 
diffraction limit.  
 In Chapter Two, I showed the finite-difference time-domain modeling results for 
an aluminum nanoantenna. The spatial regions of interest are separated by less than the 
diffraction limit, making it difficult to resolve these regions with traditional, far-field 
imaging techniques.   
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 There are many imaging techniques that can resolve nanoscale features, but most 
have difficulty resolving nanoscale optical properties or impose unacceptable sample 
limitations. Atomic force microscopes can provide nanoscale spatial resolution, but they 
provide information about the sample’s surface features.  Electron microscopes offer 
excellent spatial resolution but they do not directly characterize the local electromagnetic 
interactions and they impose sample restrictions. Near-field scanning optical microscopy 
is a scanning probe imaging technique that can spatially resolve features that are 
separated by less than the diffraction limit.   
History of Near-Field Microscopy 
 The origins of near-field microscopy can be traced to 1928 when Edward H. 
Synge wrote a letter that describes a high resolution optical microscope, very similar to 
today’s near-field microscopes (Paesler & Moyer, 1996) (Hecht, et al., 2000) (Novotny & 
Hecht, 2012).  He proposed placing a strong light source behind a metal film with a small 
hole, 100 nm in diameter. The light emitted from the hole would serve as a source to 
image a sample placed less than 100 nm from the metal film.  The hole would be scanned 
over the sample. 
 Sub-wavelength imaging with electromagnetic waves was achieved in 1972 when 
E. A. Ash and G. Nichols used microwaves (3 cm wavelength) to image grating features 
0.5 mm wide (Ash & Nicholls, 1972). By the 1980’s, a few groups had successfully used 
visible light and a scanning probe to measure sub-wavelength spatial features on a 
sample.  One of these groups, Dieter Pohl’s lab in Zurich, Switzerland, named this 
technique Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscopy (SNOM) and the other group, Aaron 
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Lewis’ lab at Cornell, called the technique, Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy 
(NSOM) (Paesler & Moyer, 1996).  
Near-Field Microscopes Use Evanescent Waves to Beat the Diffraction Limit 
 I have introduced the diffraction limit and discussed why other imaging 
techniques can’t resolve optical features below this limit. This section covers how near-
field microscopy works and how it can resolve features that a traditional, far-field 
microscope cannot.   
 Imagine you are on a dark field and your friend is on the other side. He holds up 
two flashlights – one in each hand. From a distance, the diffraction of light will place a 
limit on how well you will be able to resolve one flashlight from another.  
 We encounter diffraction on a daily basis: the edges of shadows are fuzzy and we 
can’t resolve distant features. Students are asked to calculate how a plane wave diffracts 
as it passes through a slit. It turns out that light doesn’t just undergo diffraction when it 
passes through a slit or when you are trying to resolve distant features. Light undergoes 
diffraction every time it scatters off an object and, when it does, there are evanescent 
waves created in the immediate vicinity (Wolf & Nieto-Vesperinas, 1985). These 
evanescent waves have a high spatial frequency and can provide detailed spatial 
information about the sample. This information does not make it to the far-field because 
the amplitude of an evanescent wave decays exponentially. Near-field microscopes beat 
the diffraction limit by capturing evanescent waves or scattering them into the far-field.   
 Evanescent waves are present when light undergoes total internal reflection. Due 
to the wave nature of light, the electric field cannot immediately vanish beyond the edge 
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of the wave guide – boundary conditions need to be satisfied (Iizuka, 2002). Instead, an 
evanescent wave is generated and the amplitude of the electric field exponentially decays 
away from the interface.  
 Consider an electric field with a magnitude that can be expressed as: 
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Usually, the magnitude of each component of a wave vector is less than the total 
magnitude of the wave vector. However, if one of the components is imaginary, the 
square of that term will be negative and the amplitude of the electric field in that direction 
will exponentially decay.  If the magnitude of even a single component is larger than the 
total magnitude, the spatial wavelength associated with this component will be smaller 
than the spatial wavelength associated with the total wave vector. Smaller spatial 
wavelengths are able to provide information about smaller spatial features. The Elements 
of Photonics by Keigo Iizuka provides some examples on this topic (Iizuka, 2002). 
For a more detailed discussion of how near-field microscopes resolve separations 
below the diffraction limit, I encourage the reader to review the following reference by 
Vigoureux, Depasse, and Girard (Vigoureux, Depasse, & Girard, 1992). They use the 
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angular spectrum representation to describe how light propagates to the far-field after 
passing through two slits. They compare this situation to one in which light propagates 
through two slits and then passes through a third aperture (near-field probe). Their 
calculations show that the presence of the probe can improve the spatial resolution of the 
image detected in the far-field.  
 To recap, whenever light diffracts off a sample there are evanescent waves in the 
immediate vicinity. Those evanescent waves have high spatial frequency information, but 
their amplitude decays exponentially.  In order to beat the diffraction limit, an imaging 
system needs to detect some of that high spatial frequency information by capturing these 
waves or scattering them into the far-field.  
Experimental Components of a Near-Field Microscope 
 Figure 3.1 shows the basic components in most near-field scanning optical 
microscopes: a sharp probe; a feedback system to regulate the axial position of the probe; 
a method of scanning the sample with respect to the probe and optical access; and 
illumination and collection optics.  
 In most systems, the probe is mounted on piezoceramic tubes so that it can be 
laterally positioned in the focus. A feedback system regulates the axial separation 
between the probe and the sample. Many systems use quartz tuning forks to detect shear 
forces near the sample. The tuning fork oscillates parallel to the sample and, as it 
approaches the sample, these oscillation properties change. A phase-locked loop (PLL), a 
controller, and a piezoceramic tube are responsible for monitoring the changes in the 
oscillation properties and adjusting the probe position.   In Figure 3.1, the same objective 
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is used to illuminate the probe and collect the scattered light. In this section, I describe 
these components in more details, starting with the feedback system.   
 
Figure 3.1: Experimental components of a near-field scanning optical microscope.  
Probe-Sample Distance Regulation 
 In the last chapter I explained that a near-field microscope can beat the diffraction 
limit by collecting evanescent waves or scattering evanescent waves into the far-field. 
Because the amplitude of an evanescent wave decays very close to the sample, it is 
necessary to accurately control the axial position of a near-field probe.  As a result, most 
near-field microscopes use an automated feedback system that measures and maintains 
the appropriate probe-sample separation during scanning.  
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 Many near-field microscopes include a feedback system that maintains the probe-
sample separation by measuring lateral shear forces with quartz tuning forks (Karrai & 
Grober, 1995) (Novotny & Hecht, 2012). The probe is attached to one of the tuning fork 
legs and extends beyond the edge of the leg, towards the sample. The tuning fork is 
driven at its resonance frequency and brought close to the surface (Karrai & Grober, 
1995). When shear forces interact with the probe, the tuning fork’s resonance frequency, 
amplitude, and phase will change (Novotny & Hecht, 2012) .   
  The probe is brought towards the sample with the guidance of a controller. When 
an oscillation property of the tuning fork changes (e.g. resonance frequency, amplitude, 
phase), the controller compares it to a predetermined set point. If the two do not match 
the controller will try to reduce the difference by applying a voltage to a piezoceramic 
tube that is mounted above the tuning fork. In response to this voltage, the tube will 
expand or contract, which will move the probe closer or farther away.  This process will 
continue until the desired set point (probe-sample separation) is reached.  
Near-Field Probes 
 Near-field microscopes need sharp probes to measure sub-diffraction limit 
features. The system’s maximum attainable spatial resolution is roughly equivalent to the 
size of the probe’s apex diameter. Two common types of near-field probes are metal-
coated, tapered, optical fibers and apertureless tips.   
 Many near-field systems use tapered single-mode optical fibers that are coated 
with a metal (usually aluminum) at the apex (Novotny & Hecht, 2012).  Metal-coated 
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fibers can confine light better than uncoated probes, but they heat up as light dissipates 
into the metal, which can pose a problem for temperature sensitive samples (Novotny & 
Hecht, 2012). In systems that use metal-coated optical fibers, the probe can be used to 
illuminate the sample, collect evanescent waves from the sample, or both.  
 There are two common techniques for tapering the optical fiber: chemical etching 
and “heating and pulling” (Novotny & Hecht, 2012). The chemical etching technique 
involves dipping the fiber into a bath of hydrofluoric acid (Novotny & Hecht, 2012). The 
acid will etch away the glass and, as the diameter of the probe decreases, the height of 
meniscus changes, tapering the end of the probe (Novotny & Hecht, 2012).  The heating 
and pulling technique uses a carbon dioxide laser to heat the glass fiber while it is pulled 
away from the focus of the beam (Novotny & Hecht, 2012). 
  Sharp, apertureless tips can also be used as near-field probes (Novotny & Hecht, 
2012). There isn’t an optical fiber involved, so these probes don’t collect or emit light 
from an aperture. Instead, they can scatter the field close to the sample so that high spatial 
frequencies can be detected in the far-field.   
 Because a near-field probe is much smaller than the total area of interest, the 
sample needs to be scanned beneath the probe or the probe scanned over the sample. The 
complete image is generated by combining the information collected at each point.  
 Usually, the sample is mounted on a piezoelectric stage and is raster scanned 
under the probe. The stage stops at each pixel for a specified period of time (usually tens 
of milliseconds). The feedback system takes a few milliseconds to establish the 
appropriate probe-sample separation and the rest of the time is spent acquiring data. Once 
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the specified count internal has passed, the scanner moves over one pixel and the process 
repeats.   
Illumination and Collection Optics on a Near-field Microscope 
 The ability to provide sub-diffraction limit optical resolution distinguishes near-
field microscopy from other scanning probe techniques. All near-field systems need an 
illumination path, a method of positioning the probe in the focus, and a collection path.  
 The illumination path is arranged so that the incident beam has the appropriate 
power, alignment, and focal spot characteristics. To get the smallest focal spot, most 
systems use laser illumination and overfill the back aperture of a microscope objective.  
 Near-field microscopes collect light one pixel at a time. As a result, many near-
field systems require sensitive detectors and many implement contrast techniques to 
distinguish the near-field signal from the far-field background.  
 I end this chapter with a simple analogy to consolidate our understanding of near-
field microscopy. Imagine you are standing in a library a few feet away from a large 
bookshelf. You can see all the books, but you probably can’t read the text on the 
bindings. To read the bindings you would probably stand on a ladder, start at one corner, 
and move across the shelf, reading as you go. When you finished the top shelf you would 
step down on the ladder and repeat the process for the second highest row. Scanning 
close to the books would be slow and slightly inconvenient, but it would allow you to 
resolve information that you previously could not.  
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 This analogy breaks down quickly. In order to capture or scatter the evanescent 
waves, near-field microscopes must position a probe within a few hundred nanometers 
from the surface. When you get close to the library books your eyes are still in the far-
field and the diffraction limit applies. Nonetheless, I hope this simple analogy helps 
summarize the important concepts in this chapter.  In the next chapter I will describe the 
system that we are developing in the Optical Characterization and Nanophotonics 
Laboratory at Boston University.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Introduction 
We are developing a near-field scanning optical microscope in the Optical 
Characterization and Nanophotonics Lab, in the Photonics Center, at Boston University. 
In this chapter, I describe the components of our system and outline some of the steps 
required to use the system. I first describe the components of a shear force microscope 
and then describe our probe fabrication and mounting procedure. I present some 
topographic images that were acquired. Finally, I describe the system’s optical 
components.  
Scan Head, Stage Plate, Enclosure, Sample Plates 
The scan head is an important component in any near-field system because it is 
responsible for positioning the probe over the sample. On our scan head, the probe is 
mounted beneath two piezoceramic tubes: one for controlling the axial position of the 
probe, the other for lateral probe displacement.  We mounted our scan head on a Leica 
DM IRB inverted optical microscope. Our scan head is a tripod – the back two legs are 
thumbscrews and the front leg is a New Focus Picomotor. The base of the scan head was 
designed to fit our microscope and machined at the Scientific Instrument Facility (SIF) at 
Boston University. Novotny’s group designed many components on the scan head. They 
generously allowed us to use their design and the parts were machined at the BU SIF. 
Two electronics boxes are mounted on the scan head. One box includes the connections 
for the axial command voltage and its ground. The other box contains other electrical 
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connections and an amplifier.  We made cables and breakout boxes to allow for the 
necessary electrical connections. 
We took steps to reduce unwanted noise in the system. We replaced the Leica 
stage plate with a custom plate that is more massive (to reduce vibrations), is made of 
cast iron (to reduce thermal expansion), and is nickel-plated (to reduce wear). It was 
machined at the BU SIF. The Leica is mounted on an optical breadboard and the 
breadboard is mounted on a floating optical table. To further reduce vibrations, silicone 
pads were placed between the breadboard and the surface of the optical table. The Leica 
and the collection optics are in an aluminum enclosure.  
  
Figure 4.1: Side view of the scan head  
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Figure 4.2: Front view of the scan head 
 We designed three sample plates to work with the system.  Each plate was 
designed to fit on the Mad City Labs Nano-LP 200 scan stage. The first sample plate was 
made of aluminum. After some drift problems, we had the second and third sample plates 
made of titanium, which has a lower coefficient of thermal expansion.  
Probe-Sample Distance Regulation 
A near-field microscope needs to have a feedback system capable of keeping the 
probe very close to the sample. We implemented a feedback system using quartz tuning 
forks. This type of system was first implemented by Karrai and Grober (Karrai & Grober, 
1995). Near the surface, the probe will experience shear forces and these forces will 
change the resonance frequency of the tuning fork. We monitor the probe-sample 
separation by using an RHK PLLPro to measure this change in the resonance frequency.  
 The PLLPro outputs an AC voltage to a piezoceramic that is glued to the scan 
head. This signal causes the piezoceramic to shake, which causes the entire scan head to 
shake a very small amount.  Driven by this small oscillation, the tuning fork will 
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preferentially oscillate at its resonance frequency in its asymmetric, lowest normal mode. 
There are metal electrodes on the tuning fork legs and, when the legs oscillate, they 
induce a current in the electrodes.  This current is converted to a voltage and amplified on 
the scan head. The PLLPro analyzes the voltage over time and determines the resonance 
frequency of the tuning fork. The PLLPro has an internal controller that ensures that the 
tuning fork always oscillates at its resonance frequency.  As the probe approaches the 
surface, the PLLPro detects a shift in the resonance frequency.  This shift is added to a 
DC offset, multiplied by a scaling factor, and a corresponding voltage is sent to a 
controller (SPM 100) where it is compared with a set point. The controller will work to 
reduce the error signal by applying a voltage to a piezoceramic tube on the scan head, 
which will adjust the probe-sample separation.  
We need a coarse approach system to bring the probe close to the sample. The 
piezoceramic tube that controls the axial position of the probe has a range of 
approximately two microns. It is difficult to manually position the probe within two 
microns of the sample without crashing. Novotny found a clever solution to this problem, 
which he shared with us. We mounted a New Focus Picomotor at the front of the scan 
head. A Picomotor can be moved over a large range with an average step size of less than 
30 nm.  
In practice, we manually lower the scan head until the probe is microns from the 
surface. Two telescopes are focused on the sample, and each is mounted with a CCD 
camera so that the probe-sample separation can be monitored.  
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When the probe is microns from the surface, an automated approach process 
begins. First, the Picomoter lowers the probe a predetermined number of steps toward the 
surface. Next, a piezoceramic tube extends the probe a specified amount towards the 
surface. If the probe encounters sufficient shear forces, the approach ends. If it does not, 
the process repeats. The whole process is controlled by the RHK SPM 32 software and 
the user can specify how many steps the Picomotor should take in each cycle.  
 In our setup, it is the sample that is scanned beneath the probe.  The SPM 100 
controller sends a command signal to a Mad City Labs Nano-LP 200 piezoceramic stage. 
The parameters of the scan are controlled by RHK SPM 32 software.  SPM 32 knows the 
command voltage applied to the axial piezoceramic tube and that information is used to 
generate a topographic image. The images are displayed in SPM 32.  
Near-Field Gold Probe Fabrication 
 We fabricated probes by chemically etching gold wire (100 um diameter and 250 
um diameter). Etching will occur if gold wire and a counter electrode are immersed in a 
hydrochloric acid (HCl) bath, and a voltage is applied between them. Zaccardi, 
Winkelmann, and Olson outline the process (Zaccardi, Winkelmann, & Olson, 2010):  
Au(s) + 4 Cl
-(aq) → AuCl4
-
 (aq) + 3e
-
 
2H
+
(aq) + 2e
-
 → H2(g) 
The gold interacts with the chlorine ions to produce tetrachloroaurate (III) and the etching 
occurs fastest near the air-HCl interface (Zaccardi, Winkelmann, & Olson, 2010). 
Eventually, the weight of the lower portion of the wire will exceed the tensile strength of 
the wire and the wire will break into two pieces.  After the break, the top portion of the 
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wire is still submerged in the HCl bath. The etch process will continue, but now the top 
portion can be etched vertically, which will blunt the apex (Billot, Berguiga, de la 
Chapelle, Gilbert, & Bachelot, 2005). The process stops when the top portion loses 
contact with the HCl.  
Our etching takes place in a chemical hood in the basement of the Photonics 
Building. We adopted some ideas from Novotny’s group, but much of the design was 
optimized through trial and error. The gold wire and a platinum electrode are dipped in a 
small beaker filled with hydrochloric acid. The height of the beaker and the wire can be 
adjusted independently with a spatial resolution on the order of 5 µm.  We modulate the 
potential between the gold wire and the counter electrode using a function generator and 
the current through the system is directed over a shunt resistor with an adjustable 
resistance (1 Ω – 20 Ω).  The voltage across the shunt resistor is read into a National 
Instruments Data Acquisition card and then displayed and analyzed by a LabVIEW 
program.  
We try to optimize the probe’s apex diameter and stiffness. To measure small 
features on a sample, we need the probe to have a small apex diameter. An effective 
probe must also be stiffer than the tuning fork. The probe is mounted on the outside of 
one of the tuning fork legs and it extends beyond the bottom of the legs.  If the probe is 
too flimsy, it will bend when it interacts with the shear forces and it won’t adequately 
affect the tuning fork oscillation.  
We etched over 800 probes and adjusted many parameters to optimize the system: 
probe immersion depth, counter electrode depth, data acquisition settings, wire diameter, 
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pulse width, pulse frequency, and HCl concentration. We analyzed the finished probes 
with a scanning electron microscope.  
To etch useful probes, we need to control when the etching process ends. Our 
system is designed so that we can monitor the current as a function of time and turn off 
the voltage when the current reaches a certain value. For each probe, our LabVIEW 
program generates a plot of the current as a function of time. Below is an example.  
 
Figure 4.3: RMS current recorded while etching 250 um-diameter gold wire.   
The program can turn off the voltage between the gold and the platinum when the 
current reaches a specific value. A paper by Eligal et al. helped us to interpret this plot 
(Eligal, Culfaz, McCaughan, Cade, & Richards, 2009). We believe that the drop in 
current around 14 seconds indicates that the lower portion of the wire has broken off. 
Beyond that time, the wire is being etched in the vertical direction. Blunt probes are not 
good for high resolution imaging, but they are stiffer because they more closely resemble 
the original diameter. We determine the optimal stopping point through trial and error, 
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but we have found that it is often best to allow some vertical etching.  Figure 4.4 and 
Figure 4.5 display a probe that was etched from gold wire that has a diameter of 250 
microns.  
 
Figure 4.4: SEM image of a gold probe etched from gold wire with a diameter of 250 microns. 
 
Figure 4.5: SEM image of the same gold probe in Figure 4.4. This image was recorded at a higher level of 
magnification.   
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Mounting a Near-Field Probe and Testing a Tuning Fork 
Mounting a near-field probe correctly is very important because a poor mount can 
reduce the tuning fork’s quality factor and limit the system’s performance. Before we 
mount a probe, we mount a tuning fork and test the oscillation properties.  We insert the 
prongs of the tuning fork into a small circuit board (designed by Novotny’s group), which 
is mounted below the piezoceramic tubes. After soldering the prongs, we use the PLLPro 
software to measure the resonance frequency and the quality factor. Without a probe, the 
quality factor should be above 5000.  
Next, we select a probe and mount it. The probe should be cut to a few 
millimeters long. The scan head should be disassembled so that the tuning fork can be 
lowered onto the probe. We apply glue to the nearest edge of the tuning fork and bring it 
into contact with the probe. The probe should extend slightly beyond the length of the 
tuning fork. We reassemble the scan head and test the oscillation properties. The presence 
of the probe will decrease the quality factor. If it is below 500, the probe is usually 
replaced.  
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Figure 4.6:  A probe being mounted.  
Shear Force Topography Images 
 To test the shear force microscope, we measured the topography of a calibration 
sample with relatively large features. Figure 4.7 shows a topography image of a 
calibration sample with wells that are 5 um by 5 um.  
 
Figure 4.7: Topography image of a calibration sample with 5 um x 5 um wells. 
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 Once we had established that our feedback system worked and we had a 
functioning shear force microscope, we wanted to test the system with a sample that had 
smaller spatial features. Professor Luca Dal Negro’s group provided us with samples of 
gold cylinders that were aperiodically positioned in two-dimensional arrays. The 
cylinders had a diameter of 200 nm and the minimum inter-cylinder separation was 
approximately 50 nm. Topography images that we acquired from these samples are 
shown in Figure 4.8.  
 
Figure 4.8: Topography image of gold cylinders. The cylinders had a diameter of 200 nm and a minimum inter-
cylinder separation of approximately 50 nm.  The samples were provided by Luca Dal Negro’s group at BU.  
 Figure 4.9 also shows topography that we acquired of the gold cylinders and a 
line cut through two of the cylinders. The topography profile picked up some rough 
features on the surfaces of the cylinders, in comparison to the substrate between them. 
The large increase on the right side of the left cylinder could be due hysteresis in the axial 
piezoceramic tube. The images in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, and Figure 4.9 are displayed 
using WSXM software (Horcas, et al., 2007).  
400nm
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Figure 4.9: Topography image of gold cylinders (left) and line cut (right). The cylinders had a diameter of 200 
nm and a minimum inter-cylinder separation of approximately 50 nm.  The samples were provided by Luca Dal 
Negro’s group at BU. We believe that the roughness on the top of the cylinders may be due to hysteresis effects 
in the piezoceramic tube that adjusts the probe axial position. 
Illumination and Collection Optics  
 Our setup is mounted on a Leica DM IRB inverted fluorescence microscope with 
two illumination ports: one for a lamp and another for a laser. When we use laser 
illumination (488 nm), the beam is expanded and collimated so that it can overfill the 
back aperture of the objective. Each source is directed to a turret that can hold four filter 
cubes.  
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Figure 4.10: Overhead view of Leica filter turret. The turret has positions for four blocks at a time. Each block 
may be used to mount a filter, mirror, or beam splitter.  
The incident illumination is reflected off a mirror, a beam splitter, or a filter and directed 
into a microscope objective. Our custom stage plate raises the sample plane, so we 
inserted an objective extender to ensure that the objective can focus on the sample. 
 On our system, the same microscope objective is used to illuminate the sample 
and collect the scattered light. We usually use an oil-immersion objective with a 
numerical aperture of 1.4. In the previous chapter, I mentioned that the resolving power 
of an imaging system depends on the numerical aperture. Systems with a higher 
numerical aperture can resolve smaller spatial separations.  
 Light that is collected by the objective can be sent either to a side port or to an 
eyepiece/camera port. We have positioned an avalanche photodiode (APD) at the side 
port. If the light is not sent to the APD, it can be sent to the eyepieces, a camera port, or 
split between the two. We have a color CCD mounted at the camera port. Figure 4.11 
shows these components of the setup. 
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Figure 4.11: This photograph shows the front of our system (without the scan head mounted). The avalanche 
photodiode is in the box on the left of the Leica inverted microscope.  
 We focus on the sample using the Leica focusing knob, the nanopositioning stage, 
and a Newport piezoelectric-driven focusing stage. The knob is useful for covering a 
large axial range. The stages have a much shorter range, but are capable of higher axial 
resolution.  
Positioning a Probe in the Focus 
 To acquire a near-field image, both the sample and the probe must be in the focus.  
Positioning the probe in the focus can be challenging because the focal spot is on the 
order of a few hundred nanometers and a good near-field probe will have an apex 
diameter less than 200 nm.   
 In order to position the probe in the focus we needed to be able to see the position 
of the probe with respect to the focus and we needed to be able to adjust the position of 
the probe.  We image the probe three ways. First, we use two telescopes positioned near 
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the scan head. Each is positioned at a different angle and connected to a CCD. The 
images are displayed on nearby monitors.  This method provides a wide field of view but, 
because it is angled, it is difficult to gauge the position of the probe relative to the focus.  
Second, we use a Bertrand lens that is built into the Leica (Nowak, 2010). The Bertrand 
lens can provide us with a view from below. Third, when the probe is close to the focus, 
and it is illuminated with white light from above, we can see its shadow using the tube 
lens (as shown in Figure 4.12) (Nowak, 2010).  
 Once we know the position of the probe relative to the focus, we need to move the 
probe into the focus. The back legs of the scan head are mounted on V-grooves.  The  
 
Figure 4.12: Positioning the probe by viewing its shadow. 
grooves are oriented orthogonal to each other and under each V-groove is a small 
translation stage. Because the V-grooves are orthogonal to each other, adjusting one 
actually rotates the scan head; however, for small distances, this motion is approximately 
linear. These stages serve as coarse positioners.  
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We also use a piezoceramic tube to adjust the lateral position of the probe. The 
inner diameter and outer diameter of this tube are segmented into quadrants. By applying 
voltages with different polarity to the different segments, we can make the tube bend, 
resulting in lateral probe translations. We believe that the probe is in the focus when the 
APD measures a substantial increase in the number of photons collected per second. 
Axial Drift in the Probe-Sample Separation and in the Focus 
 Positioning the probe in the focus is challenging under ideal circumstances, but it 
is even more challenging when the system is experiencing axial drift. We first 
encountered this issue when we tested our shear force microscope by imaging the 
topography of calibration samples. During these tests, we noticed two problems. First, 
our probe would drift axially, often beyond the range of the axial piezoceramic tube. 
Second, we noticed that the features in the topography images were skewed and this skew 
was present before our probe was out of range.  
 When we performed these scans we often closed the doors to the enclosure and 
we used one or two lamps inside the enclosure. We have telescopes around the sample 
and these lamps allowed us to see the probe position during scans. When we opened the 
doors to the enclosure, the skew in the images changed direction. This led us to conclude 
that the skew and axial drift were thermally-induced. 
 We now believe that these lamps increased the temperature inside the enclosure 
and this temperature increase resulted in the expansion or contraction of materials near 
the probe. We believe that this thermally-induced change resulted in a change in the 
probe-sample separation. This may have resulted in the skew in the images. At some 
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point, the separation was so large that the axial piezoceramic tube could no longer extend 
far enough. If the lights were left on, we found that the skew would stabilize after a few 
hours. This presented an imperfect solution: we could wait until the system stabilized and 
then record data.  
 While this solution worked when we were measuring the surface topography of a 
sample, we faced additional challenges when we were trying to acquire optical data. First, 
we couldn’t simply leave lamps on inside the enclosure – this would almost certainly 
saturate the APD. However, we still needed lamps on when we were positioning the 
probe, and then we needed to turn them off when we turned on the APD. Turning lamps 
on and then off probably complicated the problem. Second, we also had to worry about 
thermally-induced shifts in the axial position of the focus. With a 1.4 NA objective and 
laser illumination at 488 nm, the diameter of the focus is around 400 nm and the depth of 
field is also around 400 nm. It is not easy to position a sharp probe into the focus, and it is 
even more difficult if the focus is moving axially.  
 We took a number of steps to address this problem. First, we stopped using an 
aluminum sample plate and we started using titanium sample plates because titanium has 
a lower of coefficient of thermal expansion. We tried reducing the heat in the enclosure 
by reducing the intensity of the lamps. We also tried using microscope objectives with a 
lower NA because objectives with a lower NA have a larger depth of field, making the 
focus less susceptible to axial shifts. Unfortunately, lowering the lamp intensity and using 
an objective with a lower NA made it more difficult to see the position of the probe with 
respect to the focus.  
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 We also took steps to compensate for the axial shifts. First, we adjusted the axial 
position of the scan stage by applying a DC voltage.  This wasn’t an ideal solution 
because, when the axial position of the focus shifts, it isn’t always in the same direction. 
To correct the problem, we had to try moving the stage in one direction, see if the focal 
quality improved, and if not, move in the opposite direction. There is little space between 
the probe and the sample and it is easy to crash the probe when you adjust the scan stage 
position. 
 We implemented another solution to compensate for the drift. We mounted raisers 
and inserted a piezoelectric-driven focusing stage below the microscope objective. The 
gap between the top of the microscope objective and the bottom of the substrate is on the 
order of tens of microns. This provides us with much more space to adjust the axial 
position of the focus and reduces the chances that the probe will crash.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIMENTAL MODEL   
Introduction 
  We are interested in characterizing the electromagnetic field around a single 
aluminum nanoantenna and the fields around collections of nanoantennas with different 
inter-antenna spacings. The aluminum nanoantennas that we are studying were fabricated 
on coverslips using electron-beam lithography. Below is a scanning electron microscope 
image of nanoantennas that are approximately 140 nm long and are nominally separated 
by 250 nm.  
 
Figure 5.1: SEM image of aluminum nanoantennas on coverslip. The blue circle is around the nanoantennas. 
The larger features are useful for positioning the sample and the probe. [Fabricated by Ronen Adato] 
 We plan to study antennas that separated by 250 nm, 500 nm and 1000 nm with 
an incident wavelength of 488 nm. Figure 1.1, on page 2, shows that 488 nm is very close 
to the peak in the scattering and absorption cross sections for the nanoantennas.  
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 In this chapter I outline how the nanoantenna-probe system was modeled. The 
photons collected at the detector in a near-field system may come from the following 
sources (ignoring the substrate):  
 response of the aluminum nanoantenna alone 
 response of the probe alone 
 response from the probe after being excited by the field generated by the 
nanoantenna  
 In Chapter Two, I discussed the optical response of the nanoantenna. In this 
chapter, I discuss how the modeled field around the nanoantenna was propagated to a 
detector in the far-field. I also discuss the modeled response from the probe due to the 
incident field and the response from the probe after being excited by the field around the 
nanoantenna.  
Model for Imaging a Nanoantenna in the Far-Field   
 In Chapter Two, I discussed how an incident field will interact with an aluminum 
nanoantenna that is 150 nm long, 50 nm wide and 50 nm thick. In the model, the 
nanoantenna was illuminated with a plane wave at 600 nm that is polarized in the x 
direction. The electric field above the nanoantenna was calculated using a finite-
difference time-domain program called Lumerical. Images of the spatial distribution of 
the x and z components of the absolute value of the electric field are shown in Figure 2.3 
and Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.3: Calculated absolute value of the x component of the electric field 10 nm above an aluminum 
nanoantenna that is 150 nm long, 50 nm wide and 50 nm thick. The rod is illuminated with a plane wave at 600 
nm that is polarized along the x axis. [Modeled by Ronen Adato] 
 
Figure 2.4: Calculated absolute value of the z component of the electric field 10 nm above an aluminum 
nanoantenna that is 150 nm long, 50 nm wide and 50 nm thick. The rod is illuminated with a plane wave at 600 
nm that is polarized along the x axis. [Modeled by Ronen Adato] 
 The image of this nanoantenna in the far-field was modeled by assuming that it is 
a dipole oriented in the x direction. An induced dipole can be expressed as: 
incrodrod Ep

  
The incident electric field was calculated for a normally incident plane wave. 
 The rod’s polarizability, αrod, was calculated using the rod’s far-field scattering 
cross section and extinction cross section, which is shown in Figure 5.2. The extinction 
cross section can be expressed as:  
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The scattering cross section is: 
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Using these two expressions, the real component of the polarizability can be expressed as 
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Figure 5.2: Calculated scattering cross section (blue) and absorption cross section (red) of an 
aluminum nanoantenna in the far-field. [Modeled by Ronen Adato] 
 
With the incident electric field and the polarizability, the dipole moment of the rod was 
calculated. The electric field at the detector can be expressed as (Novotny & Hecht, 
2012): 
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The field is expressed in cylindrical coordinates in terms of the angular frequency of the 
light, ω, the speed of light, c, the permittivity of free space, εo, the dipole moment, p, and 
the dyadic point-spread function, GPSF. In Principles of Nano-Optics, Novotny and Hecht 
work out the expression for the dyadic point-spread function (Novotny & Hecht, 2012):  
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The term n1 is the index of refraction near the dipole, n2 is the index of refraction near the 
detector, f1 is the focal length of the lens that collects the light from the dipole, f2 is the 
focal length of the lens that focuses the light from the dipole on the detector, k1 is the 
wave vector near the dipole and k2 is the wave vector at the detector. The terms I0, I1, and 
I2 are (Novotny & Hecht, 2012):  
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Modeling the Interaction between the Nanoantenna and the Probe  
 The nanoantenna-probe model includes the influence that an incident electric field 
and the field around the nanoantenna have on the probe. The probe’s response to the 
incident field was calculated by modeling the probe as a gold sphere with a diameter of 
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20 nm that radiates as a z dipole in response to an incident field at 600 nm, which is 
polarized in the x direction.  In the model, the incident field was focused with a 0.8 NA 
objective and light was collected with a 0.8 NA objective.    
 To calculate the probe’s response to the field above the nanoantenna, the probe 
was again modeled as a gold sphere with a diameter of 20 nm. In this case, the incident 
field that induces the z dipole is the z component of the electric field above the 
nanoantenna.   
 The probe’s response to the incident field and the probe’s response to the 
nanoantenna were modeled as z dipoles and propagated into the far-field. In the model, 
the probe was scanned over the nanoantenna and, at each point, this process was repeated 
to produce a modeled two-dimensional image at the detector. This was combined with the 
modeled image of the nanoantenna alone to produce a modeled near-field image of the 
nanoantenna at the detector:  
 
Figure 5.3: Modeled near-field image of an aluminum nanoantenna that is 150 nm long, 50 nm wide and 50 nm 
thick.  [I generated this image with code written by Ronen Adato]  
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Figure 5.3 shows that the local field enhancements at the sample cannot be resolved at the 
detector with traditional, far-field microscopy.   
Contrast 
 Apertureless near-field microscopes beat the diffraction limit by scattering 
evanescent waves into the far-field; however, in order to resolve sub-diffraction limit 
features, the system must be able to distinguish the high resolution signal of interest from 
the background – this is a challenge.  
 The apex diameter of the probe is substantially smaller than the diameter of the 
focal spot, which means that most of the photons that reach the detector are scattered 
from the substrate or the sample, but not from the probe or the probe-sample region. 
Novotny estimates that an enhancement on the order of 10
3
 is necessary to distinguish the 
near-field signal from the far-field background (Novotny & Hecht, 2012). Consequently, 
it will be difficult to resolve sub-diffraction limit features. 
 A factor of a thousand is consistent with what we would expect for a far-field 
imaging system that uses a laser with a wavelength of 488 nm.  The focal spot will have a 
diameter of about 400 nm and an area of about 126 square microns. A good near-field 
probe has a diameter on the order of 30 nm, which projects to an area of about 0.7 square 
microns. If we assume the photons are equally distributed in the focus (in reality, their 
spatial distribution more closely resembles a Gaussian distribution), at best, the photons 
scattered from the probe would constitute about 0.6% of the photons detected.  
 There are a number of ways to address this signal to noise problem.  If the probe 
itself can enhance the local fields, it may be easier to distinguish the near-field signal 
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from the far-field background. This is the primary advantage of using tip-enhanced near-
field microscopy. I will discuss this more in Chapter Six. Nonlinear techniques, such as 
two-photon excitation, can also be used address this problem.  
 Many apertureless near-field systems use modulation techniques to discriminate 
the signal from the background.  In these systems, the probe is modulated axially with 
respect to the sample.  Because the near-field signal is nonlinear, it can be helpful to 
demodulate the collected optical signal at harmonics of the modulated frequency 
(Novotny & Hecht, 2012). A good overview of modulation techniques can be found in a 
review article by Gomez et al. and Principles of Nano-Optics (Gomez, et al., 2006) 
(Novotny & Hecht, 2012).  
 Modulation techniques are often developed on near-field systems because many 
apertureless near-field microscopes are developed with an atomic force microscope 
(AFM). These systems use cantilever probes that are designed to be modulated along the 
optical axis. In our system, the tuning fork oscillates along a plane orthogonal to the 
optical axis.  
 Hӧppener imaged ion channel proteins and dye molecules with a background 
suppression scheme that modulated the set point of the feedback system rather than the 
probe directly (Hoppener, Beams, & Novotny, 2009). She used a straight probe that was 
aligned along the optical axis. The probe was attached to a tuning fork that was aligned 
perpendicular to the optical axis.  
 In order for a modulation scheme to suppress the background, the system should 
be able to distinguish the optical signal collected when the probe is down from the signal 
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collected when the probe is up. For many systems, this requires a modulation amplitude 
that is greater than 10 nm (Hoppener, Beams, & Novotny, 2009). This can be achieved 
with a cantilever probe, but it is difficult to achieve with a probe that is attached to a 
tuning fork. To address this problem, Hӧppener modulated the set point on the feedback 
loop and demodulated the optical signal at the same frequency using a lock-in amplifier.  
 The equipment that she used to regulate the probe-sample separation is very 
similar to the equipment that we use. If we were to implement this type of background 
suppression we would also have to modulate the set point, not the axial command 
voltage.  
 We spent some time exploring how a modulation scheme on our system would 
work. We ran into some difficulties and we were concerned that implementing a 
modulation scheme might require the scan stage to spend more time at each pixel. At the 
time, we were struggling with axial drift issues and were interested in scanning as quickly 
as possible.  
 Ronen Adato, a postdoctoral researcher in our lab, introduced us to a polarization 
contrast technique that might be easier to implement. Shortly before the submission of 
this dissertation, we became aware of a similar method that has been used to perform 
near-field measurements of dipolar and quadrupolar plasmons on gold nanodisks 
(Esteban, et al., 2008).  
 The polarization contrast technique that we plan to implement assumes that the 
nanoantenna is aligned with the polarization of the incident beam. For the purposes of 
this discussion, that will be the x axis. As a result, the nanoantenna radiates like an x 
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dipole. The probe will be positioned above the nanoantenna and we assume that the probe 
will preferentially couple to the z component of the field scattered from the nanoantenna. 
The electric field at the detector can be expressed as (Novotny & Hecht, 2012): 
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Because the nanoantenna and the probe are being modeled as dipoles, we can use the 
point-spread function described earlier. The electric field at the detector can be expressed 
as: 
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We would like to collect the field scattered from the probe and we would like to block the 
field scattered from the nanoantenna. As a result, we want to measure a signal with a high 
pz contribution and a low px contribution. To determine which terms we are interested in, 
we needed to know more about the point-spread function elements. The values of these 
elements are shown in Figure 5.4.  
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Figure 5.4: Elements of the point-spread function for a dipole. (a) Gxx (b) Gxy (c) Gxz (d) Gyx (e) Gyy (f) Gyz 
Gxz and Gyz are phase shifted from the others by 90 degrees. The axes are normalized to ρ(NA)/(mλ), where m 
is the index of the Bessel function, and ρ is the radial coordinate in a cylindrical coordinate system. The point-
spread function was modeled for a system with an NA = 0.8, index of refraction = 1, and a magnification of 50.  
[Modeled by Ronen Adato]  
 Measuring the x component of the electric field at the detector, Ex ,won’t be very 
useful to us because Gxx and Gxz have similar magnitudes - it will be difficult to 
distinguish the probe’s contribution from the nanoantenna’s contribution.  Ey is more 
promising because Gyz is much larger than Gyx.  We can selectively measure Ey  by 
inserting a polarizer.  The intensity at the detector should then be proportional to:  
 zxzyzxyxzyzxyxy pGpGpGpGI  cos
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The term Φx represents the phase of the field from the nanoantenna and Φz represents the 
phase of the field from the probe. Based on the calculated values, we can make the 
following approximate substitutions: 
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When we substitute in these values, we get:  
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The term that is proportional to the square of the z dipole moment should dominate the 
intensity. When the model that produced Figure 5.3 is modified to include a y polarizer, 
the field distribution in the image closely matches the modeled field distribution at the 
sample.   
 
 
Figure 5.5: Modeled near-field image with y polarizer inserted. [I generated this image with code written by 
Ronen Adato]  
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
 In the preceding chapters, I discussed nanoantennas and I discussed how incident 
light interacts with a nanoantenna (Chapter Two). I discussed near-field microscopy 
(Chapter Three), our experimental setup (Chapter Four), and the experimental model 
(Chapter Five). In this chapter, I will outline some possible steps forward. 
 The immediate next step is to acquire an optical image of the field around an 
aluminum nanoantenna with sub-diffraction limit spatial resolution. It would also be 
interesting to characterize the electromagnetic field distribution around groups of 
nanoantennas with different inter-antenna spacings.  
In the future, this system could be converted into a tip-enhanced near-field 
scanning optical microscope. In these systems, the polarization of the incident light is 
engineered so that the electric field in the focal spot has a high longitudinal component 
(along the optical axis). When the light interacts with the probe, electrons in the metal 
probe are driven along the axis, creating an enhanced field at the apex. The resulting field 
around the apex can be substantially higher than the incident field – effectively 
transforming the probe into the illumination source. Enhancing the local field around the 
probe often results in a larger, localized response from the sample. This is useful because 
it makes it easier to distinguish the photons of interest from the background. For example, 
tip-enhanced near-field microscopes have been used to perform Raman studies of carbon 
nanotubes (Anderson, Bouhelier, & Novotny, 2006). 
 Developing a tip-enhanced near-field microscope would require a few 
experimental modifications. The electric field at the focus should have a high 
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longitudinal component. This can be achieved by focusing a radially polarized beam with 
a high-NA objective. A linearly polarized beam can be converted into a radially polarized 
beam using a mode convertor and a spatial filter. Novotny and Hecht summarize a few 
different types of mode convertors in Principles of Nano-Optics (Novotny & Hecht, 
2012). The simplest might be the method that involves cutting two half wave plates into 
quadrants and mixing the quadrants such that the fast axis of each neighboring quadrant 
is offset by 45 degrees (Dorn, Quabis, & Leuchs, 2003). In order to drive electrons along 
the probe axis, the probe should be carefully aligned with the optical axis. In addition, the 
probes should be smooth to prevent field enhancements at locations other than the apex.   
 In closing, we are developing a near-field scanning optical microscope to 
characterize the field distribution around aluminum nanoantennas. We have constructed a 
shear force microscope and we have constructed and optimized a probe fabrication 
station. There have been many experimental challenges but we are optimistic that our 
system will soon be able to optically characterize the fields around aluminum 
nanoantennas. 
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